WIGGING CLUB - February 2015 -- Theesaly
http://www.miniatureart.com/WC2015/index%20WC.html

DANA This is the WIGGING CLUB
DANA WElcome!
DANA The class tutorial for today is Theesaly.
DANA She is the Feb tutorial found on the
Wigging
DANA Ok
- thisClub
linklink
is the same one as last month
... I know you guys had that <G>
DANA The link is the SAME every month so you can just print it out
DANA and then won't lose it!
DANA Link is ...
DANA http://www.miniatureart.com/WC2015/index%20WC.html
DANA This will be the SAME each month - so please please please save my fingers - print it out.
DANA Alrighty
DANA As explained on the list
DANA this is a master class
DANA if you aren't an experienced dollier
DANA pretty much - you are here to just observe <G>
DANA There is no way I can explain better
DANA then the photos show you.
DANA She is difficult
DANA BUT if you think of her as a puzzle piece
DANA to put together
DANA a whole lot easier!
DANA Ok ...
DANA this class will be question and answer for each section
DANA as it is a master class
DANA Lets begin ...
DANA Page 3

DANA It is a master class on purpose - - DANA one of the hardest hair styles I have ever done!
DANA Next month is beginners
DANA so always something for everyone!
DANA BUT you do get your $1 DANA
DANA DOLLAR for attending class!
DANA This is your lst layer
Susann Just one...as I read it not a wigging cross but work on 3 sides
though 2 done with the one piece
DANA and the goal is simply to have hair around her whole head
DANA Susann - correct!
DANA Once you put on base layer
DANA you glue two braids as shown
DANA THEN cover head with plastic bag (with hole)
DANA to prevent frizzies
DANA Lets move on to 2nd layer page 4
Susann Dana, how high on the head are the braids? The picture is hard
to see
patty

I was wondering how many strands of floss for the braids

DANA Susann you want the ends of the braids (raw edge) to be
covered by 2nd layer
DANA Patty --- 3
DANA 3 strands tightly braided
Susann so just down from the part then?
DANA Susann - sure - doesn't matter - just so raw edges are
covered up!
DANA Lets move on to page 4
DANA 2nd layer
NathM why floss instead of viscose?
DANA Frizz

DANA page 5
Susann how ck a bun at b
DANA ?
Susann at the back...sorry serious coputer problems
Susann sorry will try again
Susann how biacked up against itg is the bun at the back. Looks like
the jewellery piece is b
Susann oh dear
Susann how big is the bun
DANA do you mean how far is the bun placed at back of head?
Susann looks like the jewellery piece is backed up against it
DANA Once the bun is on her head
DANA and dried
DANA you and lightly mist it
DANA and SQUISH it into any shape
DANA you want
Susann Dawn will take all night to get back in but thanks
DANA in this case
DANA I flattened the the one side
DANA so crown could rest against it
DANA Does that help?
Susann have new computer just need to get it loaded
Susann ok thanks Dana so you do need a wee bit of a bun not just a
small knob
DANA You can make the back bun any size you wish
DANA I did it so it was smaller then crown
DANA no worries!
DANA Remember ... the only part that isn't buried by decoration <G>
is the back of head
DANA so as long as the crown and ornaments look good on front-

DANA you are golden!
DANA Ok ... now lets get to the horns
DANA 1. This is hard
DANA 2. mine aren't the same size
DANA 3. Not sure what to tell you <G>
DANA you twist and twist
DANA and glue/pin on head
Susann no inner support just the pressure of the twist then?
DANA Yes
DANA GOOD explanation!!!
DANA Alrighty ...
DANA once the horns are glued on
DANA I lightly hair sprayed
DANA let dry
DANA hair sprayed
DANA let dry
DANA hair sprayed
DANA let dry
DANA until they were stiff
DANA USE a plastic baggie
DANA to pink hair between
DANA so you get rid of frizzies
DANA You will have to cut some frizzies off of course
DANA that is the nature of the twisted horns
DANA Lets move on to the braided circle
DANA This is the dmc
DANA braided
DANA and wrapped around a glue syringe (or whatever you have)
DANA tied in a knot
DANA hair sprayed

DANA and glued on to back of head
DANA repeat with a smaller size
DANA Your hairstyle is now done ...
DANA you can add more decorations
DANA as you wish of course
DANA but the big thing I found was using the chain
DANA this was NOT included in kit
DANA as posted in ad
DANA but you can easily find in thrift stores
DANA in old chains/necklaces
DANA I have been challenged this year to come up with unique classes
... Hahah
Deb Z question on the circle braids
DANA Deb yes?
Deb Z Are you hiding the knot between the crown and the bun? is that
what I'm seeing?
DANA Yes!
DANA Once the circle braids are glued on
DANA I made a small bun
DANA glued over raw edges!
DANA Alrighty ...
nadine Not about hair but, Was she from a book or legend or just your
imagination. She is stunning!
NathM what kind of glue to hold the findings between them?
DANA Nadine - thank you! She was partially taken from a Deviant Art
site --- she had more spacey <G> things - but I made her
oriental
DANA Nath ... I use just Aileens tacky original for all <G>
DANA Patty - thank you!!!

NathM it even glues the metal?
DANA Alrighty ...
DANA Nath ... hahahh - yup - we did this in france class <G> ...
just like the no hole beads! Of course - I can also do the zap a
gap drop on top!
DANA Remember those are the only two glues I use
DANA Aileens tacky for almost all
DANA and when added support
DANA Zap a gap (gel superglue)
DANA The WAY I glue on decorations
DANA DANGEROUS
DANA but my way
DANA I coat the bottom of object with aileens glue
DANA (NOT TO EDGE or it will bleed out)
DANA and then put a tiny pin drop of super glue in several places
DANA (Again NOT NEAR EDGE)
DANA THEN press piece on with tweezers
DANA IF you do it right
DANA you won't superglue your finger
DANA to the finding
DANA to the head <G>
DANA WHEN the finding is glued on and sturdy
DANA and dry
DANA then I go over the entire metal pieces
DANA with clear fingernail polish
DANA or off white clear fingernail polish
DANA sometimes with small glitter
DANA to soften and blend the different shades of metallic pieces
DANA WHEN the fingernail polish is wet
DANA you can also press in those no hole beads
DANA into the holes

DANA and it helps them stay sturdy in place.
DANA Ok - lets do the game
DANA my fingers are literally done <G> hahah 2 hours of typing
DANA Grab your pdf ....
DANA and everyone ready?
DANA After the last wigging club tutorial class tonight
DANA I will post my MARCH wigging Club Tutorial
DANA This is a very very very old Josephine mold that was given to
DANA I poured 10 faces
DANA she is ala Marcia Blackstrom
DANA complete with coat dress, lace etc
DANA The kit is $30 plus shipping
DANA free for contest (next)
DANA and includes painted doll face, dressing kit (with hair).
DANA Dawn you already bought yours <G> ... Konitta too <G>
DANA So if you win - you get something else
Deb Z Is this what I won in the other class? If so I won't play . . .
DANA Deb Z - same for you (won in Nilaya class)
Dawn fantastic! thx
DANA The way this works
DANA 1. I ask a question from the pdf tutorial
DANA 2. You post the answer HERE
DANA 3. First one listed on screen wins the March New kit
DANA Anyone else that wants one - there are 8 left - and didn't put
it in newsletters yet - brand new. So email me after class - to
get yours!
Susann looks like crossword puzzle
DANA she is laying on pipecleaner on cutting mat
DANA Deb Z ... mmmmm
nadine ceiling tile?

DANA we will have to get you something extra!
patty

cutting board

DANA Thank you all for playing
Deb Z Most days, I'm not this lucky!!!!
DANA Deb Z correctly wrote the pipecleaner
DANA The winning answer is The torso is laying on pipecleaner
DANA Alrighty ladies ...
DANA gotta get back to work ...

